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ABSTRACT

In this paper we examine various ways to derive con-
fidence measures for a language identification system [3],
using phone recognition followed by language models,
and describe the application of an evaluation metric [1]
for measuring the “goodness” of the different confidence
measures. Experiments are conducted on the 1996 NIST
Language Identification Evaluation corpus (derived from
the Callfriend corpus of conversational telephone speech).
The system is trained on the NIST 96 development data
and evaluated on the NIST 96 evaluation data. Results
indicate that we are able to predict the performance of a
system and quantitatively evaluate how well the predic-
tion holds on new data.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the development of a typical language identification
system (LID), the error rate is measured on evaluation
data, characterizing the system by a single number. How-
ever, during operation, it can be very useful to have a
finer-grain measure of system performance, such as a con-
fidence measure associated with each decision. The con-
fidence measure is defined as a number between 0 and 1,
reflecting the probability of correct system performance
on a given test token. Derivation of a meaningful con-
fidence measure is achieved in two steps. After train-
ing any basic recognition system (e.g., speech, language,
speaker recognition), a confidence measure is derived from
a separate training set, taking into account the perfor-
mance of the system. Different methods for constructing
confidence measures are possible, including the types of
features extracted from the system and their usage. While
speech recognition systems have a variety of word level
features to extract and apply for this purpose, the lan-
guage identification system is limited to phoneme level
features in this paper. Our primary focus is using the out-
put scores from the LID system to compute confidence
scores. In addition, several phoneme-based features, such
as durations and frequency of occurrence, are extracted in
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order to study their contribution to the “goodness” of the
confidence measure.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
provide a brief review the LID system used in this work.
We describe the various methods for deriving confidence
scores from selected features in Section 3 and evaluate
the methods using a confidence evaluation measure in
Section 4. In Section 5 we evaluate the utility of addi-
tional features in the derivation of a confidence score.

2. LID SYSTEM

The language identification system used in this study is
called the PRLM-P system (phone recognition followed
by language models) [3]. Figure 1 shows a block diagram
of the language identification system for a two-language,
single-phone recognizer case. In this approach, incoming
speech is first tokenized in terms of phones from a given
language via a phone recognizer. During training, an in-
terpolated language model of unigramsu() and bigrams
b() is derived for a language to be recognized using phone
sequences from training speech in that language. During
recognition, the score of a test utteranceU , tokenized as
a sequence ofT phones,ph1; ph2; :::; phT , against a lan-
guage modelL is calculated as

l(U jL) =
1

T

TY

t=2

�2 � b(phtjpht�1; L) + �1u(phtjL) + �0
(1)

In general, multiple phone recognizers (frontends) can be
used to tokenize the speech, requiring a set of language
models for each language to be recognized (one set for
each phone recognizer). Thus, for each input utterance,
we have aNL�PR vector of language model scores for
all NL languages to be recognized coming from each of
thePR phone recognizers. This vector is then processed
by NL Gaussian classifiers (backend), trained on devel-
opment data using cross-validation. TheseNL scores
from the backend are further normalized as

s(U jLj) =
l(U jLj)P
NL

i
l(U jLi)

: (2)

Finally, the utterance is classified as being in language
Lwin with the corresponding scores = s(U jLwin), where

Lwin = argmax
j

s(U jLj): (3)
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Figure 1: PRLM-P system for language identification (Single phone recognizer, two language example)

The confidence score generator is a separate path which
takes in inputs from various points in the LID system to
synthesize a meaningful confidence score for each deci-
sion. In the next section we describe three poolings of
LID scores to derive confidence scores.

3. CONFIDENCE SCORE DERIVATION

As stated earlier, the confidence score should reflect the
probability of correctness of the system's decision. In
this section, we examine the straight forward approach of
using estimated probability of correctness given systems
scores as a confidence measure. Three methods of pool-
ing LID scores into sets are used to derive the confidence
measures.

1. Scores are pooled according to winner (point A in
Figure 1). The target setT contains scores of the cor-
rectly identified utterances. The background setB con-
tains scores of the incorrectly classified utterances (see
Figure 2).

T [L] = fs(U jL) : L = Lwin ^ L = Linputg

B[L] = fs(U jL) : L = Lwin ^ L 6= Linputg

T =

NL[

L=1

fs(U jL) : L = Lwin ^ L = Linputg

B =

NL[

L=1

fs(U jL) : L = Lwin ^ L 6= Linputg

(4)

whereLinput is the actual language of the utterance.

winning score

incorrect utterances
correct utterances

Method 1histogram

Figure 2: Histograms of target and background scores for
Method 1.
2. Scores are pooled according to the input (point B in
Figure 1). The target set contains all scores where the in-
put and the language model correspond to the same lan-
guage, the background set contains all scores where the

input does not correspond to the language model (see Fig-
ure 3).

T [L] = fs(U jL) : L = Linputg

B[L] = fs(U jL) : L 6= Linputg

T =

NL[

L=1

fs(U jL) : L = Linputg

B =

NL[

L=1

fs(U jL) : L 6= Linputg

(5)
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Figure 3: Histograms of target and background scores for
Method 2.
3. The third method does not separate target and back-
ground but pools all winning scores into a single set S
regardless of whether or not the input utterance was cor-
rectly or incorrectly classified (see Figure 4).

S[L] = fs(U jL) : L = Lwing

S =

NL[

L=1

fs(U jL) : L = Lwing
(6)

In Methods 1 and 2, the confidence score for an ut-
terance, classified as languageL, is calculated by assum-
ing Gaussian distributions of target and background sets.
During testing, posterior probabilities are derived in two
ways:

Language Independent:
Conf = Pr(Lwin = Linputjs)

=
Pr(T )p(sjT )

Norm

Norm = Pr(T )p(sjT ) + Pr(B)p(sjB)

(7)



Language Dependent:
Conf [Lwin ] = Pr(Lwin = Linputjs; Lwin)

=
Pr(T [Lwin])p(sjT [Lwin])

Norm

Norm = Pr(T [Lwin])p(sjT [Lwin])

+ Pr(B[Lwin])p(sjB[Lwin])

(8)

Pr( corr | winning scores )

bins

winning scores

Figure 4: Binned distribution of winning LID scores.

In Method 3, the confidence measure is derived through
a mapping from posterior probability to correct recogni-
tion by creating bins ofN files from setS as indicated in
Figure 4. For each bin, a probability of correct recogni-
tion is derived from the training set and used as an esti-
mate for correct recognition during testing as defined by:

Conf = Pr(Lwin = Linputjs) = Map(s)

Conf [Lwin ] = Pr(Lwin = Linputjs) = Map[Lwin](s)(9)

Methods 1 and 2 assume a Gaussian model while Method
3 is a non-parametric approach. In the next section we
evaluate each of these methods in terms of how well each
predicts the probability of correct recognition.

4. CONFIDENCE SCORE EVALUATION

To choose between different methods of deriving the con-
fidence measure, we want to evaluate how well each tracks
the probability of correct recognition. For this purpose,
we use the following information-theoretic measure [1]
originally derived for evaluating confidence measures for
speech recognition systems.

M(Conf jX) =
Hmax �H(Conf jX)

Hmax

; (10)

whereX denotes the different information sources used
in deriving the confidence measure, and

Hmax = �polog(po)� (1 � po)log(1� po)

H(Conf jX) = �
1

n

nX

i=1

cilog(Conf jX)

+ (1� ci)log(1� Conf jX)

(11)

The overall performance of the system is denotedpo and
ci = 1 or 0 when the utterance is classified correctly
or incorrectly, respectively.M(Conf jX) ranges from
�inf to 1 and is theoretically maximized when all cor-
rectly classified files have a confidence measure of 1 and
all misclassified files have a confidence measure of 0.

We train the confidence score parameters defined in Sec-
tion 3 using scores generated during our cross-validation
training of the backend classifiers using the NIST 96 de-
velopment data. Confidence scores are produced on the
NIST 96 evaluation data and evaluated using Equation 10.
The evaluation measures given in Table 1 clearly indicate
that confidence measures derived with Method 1 track the
performance of the system best. The better performance
on the evaluation data may be due to the use of more
training data in deriving backend and confidence score
parameters.

Table 1: Evaluation of confidence scores. (cv) denotes
results using cross validation on the development data.

Method Test-set Language Language
Dependent Independent

1 dev (cv) 0.25 0.20
eval 0.28 0.27

2 dev (cv) -2.11 -2.22
eval -1.66 -1.66

3 dev (cv) 0.18 0.21
eval 0.21 0.23

5. ADDITIONAL FEATURES

To understand how additional features help with predict-
ing the probability of correct language identification, new
features are extracted from different places (points C, and
D) within the system as indicated by Figure 1. The vector
of phonemefrequency of occurrenceis a feature vec-
tor, where each element represents the occurrence fre-
quency of a particular phoneme normalized with respect
to the total number of phonemes occurring in an utter-
ance. One such feature vector is created for each of the
frontends.Phoneme durationis a feature vector, where
each element represents the average duration of a par-
ticular phoneme normalized with respect to the average
duration of all phonemes in the utterance. One such fea-
ture vector is created for each of the frontends.Unigram
scoresare derived in the same way that PRLM scores
are derived in Equation 1 but with�2 = 0. Normal-
ized unigramsare derived by multiplying each frontend
unigram score by the factor given in Equation 12, which
effectively normalizes out differences due to the different
number of phones in the utterances:

N !
QP

p np!

PY

p

u(pjL)np (12)

This feature vector consists ofNL scores. One such vec-
tor is derived for each of thePR phone recognizers. The
Dist feature vector consists of the distance calculated be-
tween the winning score and all language models as given
in Equation 13. Here,p(ph) is the unigram probability of
phonemeph in the given utterance, andP is the number
of different phonemes occurring in the training set:

dist[L] =
PX

ph=0

(u(phjL)� p(ph))log
u(phjL)

p(ph) (13)



For each of these features, a classifier is built in the
same manner as described in Section 2 by using cross
validation on the development test set. For each clas-
sifier, the score corresponding to the winning language
model, as determined by the PRLM-P system, is used for
determining the final confidence score. A weighted sum
of the individual confidence scores (as shown in Equa-
tion 14) from each of the features is presented as the fi-
nal confidence score. This is described by Equation 14
whereci = 1(0) if the corresponding classifier agrees
(disagrees) with the LID system.

Confidence =

PFeatures

f cf � wf � Conf(f)
PFeatures

f cf � wf (14)

where:wPRLM = 11,wNorm = 3, wDist2 = 2,
wDur(Hindi) = 4, wFreq(English) = 3, andwUni =
2. These weights are chosen to optimize the confidence
evaluation measure on the dev set. By using confidence
scores that are derived from the weighted set of features
and not only the PRLM feature, the confidence evaluation
measure shows a slight improvement as shown in Table 2.
As we can see from the table and Figure 5, the small dif-
ferences in the evaluation measure do not seem to warrant
the effort of extracting additional features.

Table 2: Evaluation of confidence scores derived from
additional features. (cv) denotes results using cross vali-
dation on the development data.

Method Test-set Language Language
Dependent Independent

PRLM dev (cv) 0.25 0.20
Method 1 eval 0.28 0.27

PRLM+Features dev (cv) 0.27 0.22
Method 1 eval 0.28 0.28
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However, when we use the scores to determine the
performance on a subset of data we do find that the con-
fidence score using additional features has an advantage
over using only PRLM scores. Figure 6 shows how well
a confidence score that is chosen as a cutoff score from

the development test set generalizes to the evaluation test
set. The plot shows a desired target line, depicting perfect
performance prediction on a given subset of the evalua-
tion test set based on the development set. Results show
that we are better able to predict performance when using
confidence scores that use the additional features. This
indicates that confidence scores with additional features
are more robust over data sets thus allowing better thresh-
old setting for flagging errors during operation.
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6. CONCLUSION

We have shown that out of the three methods that were
introduced, confidence measures are best extracted using
the winning scores and modeling true winners vs. false
winners to estimate the probability of correct recognition.
Using this confidence measure estimator, we are able to
predict the probability of correct LID on a file-by-file ba-
sis. We also introduced the use of additional features to
improve the confidence measure. We found these addi-
tional features did not improve the confidence measure
as evaluated by Equation 10, but were useful for predict-
ing performance on a subset of evaluation data. In future
work we plan to study the effect of using the additional
features for out-of-set language detection.
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